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KILLING THE TRUTH 
Deceit and Deception in the JFK Case 
HARRISON EDWARD LIVINGSTONE 

 

This explosive new book from the author of the New York Times best-sellers 
High Treason and High Treason 2 is a major work of investigation, which 
settles, once and for all, the key questions about the murder of JFK. 

Killing the Truth offers sensational new evidence and expert witnesses to 
contradict The Journal of the American Medical Association articles that have 
attempted to bolster the long discredited conclusions reached by the Warren 
Commission. 

In perhaps its most stunning revelation, Killing the Truth presents a 
shocking case against certain well-known assassination researchers for fraud 
and misrepresentation that has aided the cover-up. 

As in his previous books, Mr. Livingstone here makes available a wealth 
of information, setting straight the historical record on the autopsy and 
medical facts, on the fraudulent use of acoustical material by the House Select 
Commitee on Assassinations, and on the tampering with significant pieces 
of evidence. 

Finally, Killing the Truth details in a series of chapters the actual nature of 
the conspiracy that killed President Kennedy, and who operated the con-
spiracy that changed history. 

Praise for High Treason 2: 

"Livingstone has much new evidence and explodes evidence put forth by 
others....Warmly written with much to weigh." 	—Kirkus Reviews 

"Strong evidence pointing towards a domestic coup d'etat." -Librany Journal 

for High Treason: 

"Persuasive analysis...highly suggestive evidence...people will surely con-
tinue to doubt the official version after reading High Treason." 

—Star Democrat 

"This thoroughly serious book is a must."—ALA Booklisf 

HARRISON EDWARD LIVINGSTONE has long led the independent 
investigation into the murder of JFK. He lives in Baltimore. 
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